Special Interest Group **New and Emerging technologies in dental education**

Wednesday August 23, 2017, 14.00-16.00 hours, Vilnius

Chair persons: Marjoke Vervoorn, Paul Wesselink

14.00hrs Opening

14.05 hrs **How to use video material in teaching** videos in dentistry - where are we? Peter Rusanen Futudent, Finland

14.25 hrs **Transfer of dental students’ skills from the haptic to conventional simulation learning environments** Erica Yates School of Dentistry Faculty of Science Charles Sturt University, Orange Australia

14.50 hrs **What can learning analytics tell us about learning dentistry?** Jonathan P. San Diego King’s College London

Break

15.10 hrs **Emerging Technologies in Dental Education: The University of Maryland Experience.** the educational application of multiple digital technologies and their related research. Gary Hack, DDS, University of Maryland School of Dentistry. Baltimore, Maryland, USA

15.35 hrs **New and emerging technologies in prosthodontic and restorative dentistry education.** Carlos Serrano Petrillo, Academic Centre for Dentistry Amsterdam (ACTA), The Netherlands

15.55 hrs Closing remarks